Properly, spin is an antisymmetric tensor, and therefore in n-dimensional spaces where polar vectors have n components, spin has n (n -1)/2 components. Moreover, although a rotation can make an arbitrary polar vector have only one noniero component, the same is not true for spin (and magnetic field). In particular, for n=4 an experimentalist can generate two independent field components (e.g. , H» and H34) and, further, systems can develop two types of spontaneous symmetrybreaking internal fields. To illustrate some dynamical implications of the additional field component we have derived the equation of motion for spin in n dimensions, and for n =4 we apply it to free Larmor precession, where we find two modes [at y(H~2+H34)]. Simple ferromagnets and spin glasses are also discussed for n=4. Since no true two-component spin can exist in any dimension, we consider XY spin dynamics for n=3 spins S subject to strong uniaxial anisotropy. The behavior of electric and magnetic dipoles is contrasted, for the usual (v=3) case. It is also shown that normal modes for XY electric dipoles p have only an in-plane polarization, contrasting to XY spins, which have a normal mode with an out-of-plane magnetization. The hypothesis, for n=3, of dipoles due to magnetic. charge and a "gyroelectric effect" ( p cc S) is briefly discussed. It is noted that the usual concept of a scalar magnetic source (magnetic charge) is appropriate only to n = 3.
I. INTRODUCTION and the Zeeman interaction
A g --yHa g S; (a=-1,2, 3), by simply letting the maximum value of the index a take on any integral value. (Here i and j are site indices, JJ is the exchange constant, y is the gyromagnetic ratio, and Ha is the external field. ) This is a well-defined procedure, but it involves treating spin as a polar vector, despite the fact that it is actually an antisymmetric tensor.
To illustrate the point that the conventional procedure may take some liberties with the physics of true spins in higher dimension, consider the following. By a suitable rotation one can always find a coordinate system in which a polar vector (e.g. , the electric field E) has only one nonzero component. This is true for any dimensionality.
It is not so obvious that the same is true for an antisymmetric tensor (e.g. , the magnetic field H&, ) in any dimensionality. Indeed, it is generally true only for n=2 and 3 [note that when polar vectors have n components, antisymmetric tensors have n (n -1)/2 components].
(1.
2)
The study of both static and dynamic behavior of interacting spins S has yielded a rich harvest of results. Normally the case of three-component spins is studied, but for some purposes one generalizes to both higher and lower dimensions. In that case, it is conventional to extend the exchange interaction g JJS; SJ (a=1,2, 3), Specifically, in for a paramagnetic system in n =4.
The dynamical variables of our n-dimensional system are taken to be subject to an operation of the n dimensional rotation group, SO(n). (A system may admit more than one such operation, leading to the distinction among orbital, spin, and total angular momentum -see below. ) These rotations are not necessarily dynamical symmetries (i.e. , they may change the energy of the system). We will be concerned with infinitesimal rotations, which can be represented by antisymmetric tensors dO& .
The first-order rotation of a vector is then described by Taking the complex conjugate of (2.4), and using the fact that Jis pure imaginary, we see that dA"=de+". For a spin glass (a nearly rigid structure of spins pointing in all "directions"), the magnetization m» and the orientation 0& are independent variables. Thus we must determine the equation of motion for 8&". This is obtained using the methods of generahzed hydrodynamics.
We assume that de= TdS+ 2 h&"dm""+ , ' r; z"d(a;8»-) (4.15) expresses the thermodynamics of the system, in terms of temperature T, entropy density S, internal field h&, and "bending field" I;». Next, we write the equations of motion e+Bj =0, S+B;j, '=R &0, t~t, the time-rev-ersal properties of (6.5) and (6.6) match.
i( k r; -a)t) In the continuum limit, where 58;~e ', we expect that K; is replaced by a power series in k, beginning with k (since the interaction of real electric dipoles is anisotropic). Thus the normal modes corresponding to (6.5) are expected to satisfy if a free magnetic charge density p* exists. The key element in (6.11) is that i, j, and k differ. Thus there is no n =2 analog, and for n =4 one would have (6.12) where the source term has become a vector (rather than scalar 
